How can one change what displays as the item-level page title?
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**Symptom**
- You don't like what displays as the page title on item-level records in the public display for CONTENTdm

**Applies to**
- CONTENTdm

**Resolution**
The field that displays as the item level page title is the one with the nickname “title”. You can see which one has the nickname by clicking *Edit* next to each field you have set up in the CONTENTdm Administration > Collections > Fields properties > Edit screen. The URL for the field's edit page will end with the nickname assigned to that field. If you want to change this, you'll have to edit the nicknames via the [Nickname tool](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/CONTENTdm/Troubleshooting/How_can_one_change_what_displays_as_the_item-level_page_title).